BMW 3 Series 335d XDRIVE M SPORT

General Info
Engine:

Vehicle Features
3.0 Diesel Automatic

Price:

4 Dr Saloon

Owners:

3

Mileage:

50,000

Colour:

Not Specified

£20,000

Body Type:

Reg Date:

£20,000

December 2013 (63)
Black Sapphire Metallic

Vehicle Description
We are proud to present this 335D, There are few areas where this refined fast diesel recipe fails to excel. Buyers get typical BMW
handling, a powerful engine - that's kinder on your wallet- and an awful lot of practicality! This model being the top line 335d really
excels the 330d. An extra turbo forces more air into the six combustion chambers producing 309bhp, and 465lb ft of twisting force
from a lowly 1,500rpm. This is efficiently channelled to the road via the XDrive four-wheel system. 49.6mpg is achievable despite the
sports car-worrying 0-62mph time of 4.9sec. This model has a massive optional spec list of £8700, We rarely see a car with as high
spec as this -- M Sport Plus Pack, Sport auto gearbox, electric seats with driver memory and lumbar support, glass sunroof, heads-up
display, interior comfort pack, reversing assist camera, front heated seats, rear heated seats, heated steering wheel, exterior
mirrors folding and auto dimming, high-beam assist, adaptive xenon headlights, enhanced bluetooth, 19" Alloy wheels which have
been refurbished/Re-Diamond Cut. Full BMW Service History With The Last Service on 26/11/2018 @ 49000 miles , BMW have
performed the EGR Recall (which has a back-order time of 6-8 weeks currently), 2 Keys, 3 Owners, HPI Clear, Black Grill, Black Badges,
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